Liar's Poker is a shrewd and wickedly funny book, Michael Lewis describes an astonishing era and his own rakes progress through the jungle of a powerful investment bank. In two short years he rose from trainee to a bond salesman who could turn over millions of dollars worth of doubtful bonds with just one call. View all posts by gottschalkrune. Originally published at gottschalkrune.wordpress.com on March 1, 2018. You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine. I have never seen men on Wall Street in such complete agreement on any issue as they were on my application. A few actually laughed at my resume. Representatives from several leading firms said I lacked commercial instincts, an expensive way, I feared, to say that I would spend the rest of my life poor. of these most toxic people—liars. You can never be sure if people are lying until you analyze their body How to Beat Wall Street: Everything You Need to Make Money in the Markets Plus! 20 Trading System. 181 Pages·2013·3.11 MB·39,859 Downloads·New!, historical data â€“ many of which generate returns of over 20% per annum. Praise for How to Beat Wall Street ... Â Poker: The Complete Guide To Poker â€“ Learn Strategies To Dominate Poker And Texas Holdâ€™em Rya A random walk down Wall Street. 566 Pages·2007·2.99 MB·27,337 Downloads. A random walk down Wall Street : including a life-cycle guide ... Exercise 9: Remember The Purpose-Driven Life: What on Earth Am I Here For?Â Get Top Trending Free Books in Your Inbox. Liar's Poker book. Read 2,294 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. In this shrewd and wickedly funny book, Michael Lewis describes an ...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Â£zeLiar's Poker: Rising Through the Wreckage on Wall StreetÂ£ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingÂ£; Want to Read. Yes, Liar's Poker was the game back in the day. I remember a "going away" party for one of our guys who was transferring from our offices at 60 Broad Street to mid-town - we were at Michael's 2, near the Battery and had about 15-20 of us there all seated at a long table on the left side of the restaurant. A couple of us at my end of the table started playing Liar's Poker, and soon at least a dozen of us were in the game.Â This book is a great inside look into Wall Street and for anyone in the finance industry, a must read. Read more. 7 people found this helpful.